
B) 3D Stereo has optimal viewing perspective, 
departing from there the user sees distored image.

A) 3D Stereo image yields virtual 3D arrow.

At the 3DALIVE, the users position is 
adjusted for using Intersense Intertial 
Motion Tracking (which uses acoustic emissions).

With the use of both 3D Stereo capabilities plus the
intertial motion tracking, a 3D virtual reality experience
is acheived. The 3DALIVE  facility is geared toward small 
work groups 2-15 people. Contact the facility Manager
or Systems Specialist to make a reservation.

Examples from the Earth Sciences: 

Room 241
Building 28

3DALIVE is an immersive virtual reality facility that has just opened and is
available for use in research, teaching, and industry.  The facility is joint 
between Monash University, AuScope, and CSIRO, and in collaboration 
with the UC Davis KeckCAVES.  (left photos from the 3DALIVE Launch).
 
The facility is located in Building 28, on the Monash University,
Clayton Campus. (upper right image shows building location).

For more information regarding  how to
use 3DALIVE in your work or teaching
go to the 3DALIVE website, which you
get to just by googling  
‘Monash and 3DALIVE’.
(lower right image shows website).

Scientist using 3D VR facility (UC Davis KeckCAVES) to explore 
numerical simulations of tectonic plate boundaries. 3D Virtual Reality
Software also runs on desktop, rendering �gures for publication.

Example from geo-biology of fenestrate microbialites from rock samples
2.6-2.5 billion years old, sampled from the Carawine Formation in 
Australia. Movies can be made during sessions and included in publications.
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At the 3DLAIVE, to acheive 3D Stereo 
we use 2 projectors that employ the
INFITEC technology. The system is
rear projected onto a 3 x 2.25 m screen.

C) With the use of motion tracking, the 3D stereo 
image is adjusted for the perspective of the user. 

Margarete Jadamec*, Facility Manager 3DALIVE                      
            

3DALIVE: Three Dimensional Active Laboratory for
                    Immersive Visualisation Environments

*School of Mathematical Sciences, School of Geosciences, Monash University
*Margarete.Jadamec@monash.edu

What is 3DALIVE?

What is 3D Virtual Reality?

How is 3D Virtual Reality used in Research and Publications?
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